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Student Favorites

Math survey  Elementary

Student Name:

BEHAVIOR AND ATTITUDE:

NUMBERS AND OPERATIONS:

MATH FACTS (recalls without hesitation):

GEOMETRY:

 Gives up quickly   Avoids math homework  Number reversals
 Forgets steps for solving  Poor test taker  Gives good effort
   Math has always been a struggle  Homework takes longer than it should 

 Can add and subtract within 10  Uses fingers to compute  Can count by quantities 
 Can count by twos, fives, and tens  Understands odd/even  Solves basic word problems 
 Understands basic fractions  Can order numbers   Estimates correctly  

 Addition/subtraction (0-12)  Multiplication (0-10)  Division

 Knows basic shapes  Can identify lines, circles, angles  Solves for area and perimeter



Math survey  Elementary

MEASUREMENT:

DATA ANALYSIS:

SCHOOL ASSISTANCE:

Student Goals     Can solve problems involving money   Can give accurate change  Can count money
 Can tell time to the hour  Can tell time to the minute  

    Can complete a pattern  Sort like items  Can read a graph 
 Can tell time to the hour  Can tell time to the minute 

Has your child received any extra testing for math?    Yes   No
Please tell me in more about the results of this test.

Is your child receiving any extra help while in school?  For example, a pull out math class or one-on one math 
practice with another adult?      Yes   No

If you responded yes, can you tell me the frequency and duration of this extra help?

What kind of math 
behaviors would you like to 
see?  List them below:
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